Labelling Machines

PERFECT LABEL PRESENTATION
We’ve seen some amazing examples of drink packaging which perfectly
portray the unique qualities of our customers’ brands. We’ve also seen
examples of how the overall effect is ruined by creased, bubbled or
crooked labels but what conclusions do potential customers make about
the brand as a result?
This is where we can help. Our range of labelling machines can help you
to enhance the appearance of your products. Labels will be applied:
•
•
•

Consistently
Evenly
Quickly

SET UP FOR YOU
Successful label application is not only dependent on the labelling
machine itself but on it being correctly set up with your labels and for
your bottles.
We make sure that the labelling machine will work perfectly for you on
day one. Your labels will need to be printed according to the printing
requirements of the machine – we can discuss these requirements
direct with your printer if it helps. When we receive your bottle samples
and reels of your labels, our in-house engineers set up the labelling
machine apply your labels to your bottles (or containers). Our automatic
labelling machines are installed and commissioned at your production
facility by our engineers, either in-line or as stand-alone units, and we
give you and your personnel full training in the use of the machine.

VL/4 LABEL APPLICATOR
A very simple hand operated label
applicator for applying single labels
to cylindrical bottles. Ensures
label application at speeds that are
difficult to achieve by hand.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
•

Hand operated

•

Single label

VL/1 LABELLING MACHINE

S1/ZETA LINEAR

S1/Z AVV LINEAR

A reliable, easy to operate labelling
machine. Labels are applied under a
pressure of 14kg to reduce the risk
of bubbling and wrinkles caused
by uneven bottle surfaces. Optional
accessories available including hot
foil lot marker and the ability to
label square containers.

Our most popular machine which
smoothly applies single labels, or
front and back labels in one pass, and
neck labels. Designed for use in-line
or as a stand-alone unit. Labelling
stations are operated through
stepper motors to ensure maximum
precision of label application.

A cost-effective machine which
applies single labels. Designed for
use in-line or as a stand-alone unit.
Labelling station is operated through
stepper motors to ensure maximum
precision labelling. Also includes
belt label smoothing. Change parts
for additional bottle sizes available.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

•

Semi-automatic, up to 600
bph, 1ph 13A

•

Automatic, up to 1,000 bph,
1ph/3ph

•

Automatic, up to 2,500 bph,
1ph/3ph

•

Single label or front & back

•

Single label or front & back;
neck

•

Single label

S1/L LINEAR
A machine which can apply either
single labels or front and back
labels in one pass, and neck labels.
Designed for use in-line or as a standalone unit. The drive rollers smooth
the label after application. Stepper
motors ensure maximum precision
labelling. Change parts available.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
•

Automatic, up to 1,500 bph,
1ph/3ph

•

Single label or front & back;
neck

ROTARY MACHINES
A range of rotary labelling machines
are available with capacities up to
12,000 bottles per hour. Designed
for use in-line or as stand-alone
units. Includes a central carousel
with up to 12 bottle platforms,
variable speed drive, stepper
motors, and steel and nylon gear
drive for quiet operation.
TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Optional accessories for
automatic machines

S1 Zeta

S1/AVV

S1/L

Rotary

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Hot foil printer
Neck label station or tax strip

Y (neck
only*)

Sensors for transparent labels

Y

Square bottle accessory

Y

Y

Y

Capsule distributor and shrink
head for PVC

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

•

Automatic, up to 12,000 bph,
3ph

Capsule spinner for metallic
capsules

•

Single label or front & back;
neck; tax strip

(* up to champagne wrap-around)

Touch screen control

Y

FOR CHAMPAGNE BOTTLES
We also supply rotary labelling
machines for Champagne bottles,
designed for use in-line or as a
stand-alone unit. They include a
single head capsule distributor and
double pneumatic head for applying
Champagne foils (with or without
medal), touch screen control and
program memory.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
•

Automatic, up to 1,200 bph,
3ph

•

Single label or front & back;
neck; tax strip

If you require a full bottling line, please call our sales team on
01404 892100 or see our Automatic Bottling Line brochure

“ I chose Vigo as they were competitively priced and
helpful, both on providing the information I needed
and being honest. The labeller has performed exactly
as I expected. Technical advice has also been first
class. The labeller is easy to use and calibrate with
both our bottle sizes. It applies the labels evenly
every time! We are a small independent business
and have not always been treated with the customer
service we feel is required when buying brewing and
packaging machinery. Our experience with Vigo has
been excellent, which was refreshing. We take our
product and packaging seriously and look forward to
working with Vigo in the future.”
Tom Maule, The Maule Brewing Co.

Finishing touches
You’re passionate about your
products. Your dedication is
demonstrated through the time
and resources you have invested.
Product quality is paramount.

How do you entice the consumer to
reach for your product when it’s on a
shelf amongst the competition and
they can’t sample it?
This is where finishing touches and
aesthetics are really important. Your
packaged product has to sell itself,

FULLY SUPPORTED

CAREFULLY CHOSEN MACHINES
Quality, reliability, flexibility and
ease of use are key features of the
labelling machines in our range.
The machines need to be straightforward to operate, consistent in
label application, and as flexible as
possible in terms of accommodating
different bottles/containers and
label sizes. We carefully chose
manufacturers on this basis and our
range suits all scales of production
from a small throughput to 12,000

so appearances are everything: the
bottle, closure, shrink capsule/foil,
and the design of the label are your
marketing tools. So it’s important to
show them at their best.

bottles per hour. Our automatic
machines are supplied by STS
who have over 20 years’ expertise
in designing and manufacturing
labelling machines, and are
renowned for producing machines
which can label virtually any type
of container.

We offer a comprehensive warranty,
supported by our team of engineers.
Should you need any help, extra
accessories, or a training recap,
our technical support engineers are
available to talk to or for call-out.

We look forward
to hearing from
you about your
labelling requirements.
Please call us on 01404 892100 to
discuss your project further.
If you prefer to talk face-to-face we
would be pleased to visit you or you
are welcome to visit us. To arrange a
visit please call 01404 892100.
Email us at sales@vigoltd.com 		
Or visit us www.vigoltd.com
Follow us on Twitter @VigoLtd

